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Abstract

Recent corporate scandals in the U.S.
at Enron, WorldCom, Arthur Andersen,
and elsewhere
have prompted renewed interest in business ethics. Consistent with the
vast majority of organizational leadership literature, however, this new interest in ethics
is overwhelmingly focused on the internal practices of corporations. In both the modern

-

-

organizational leadership literature and recent Iiterature regarding corporate ethics, very
little attention has been given to examining leadership from the perspective of the
ultimate societal (external) impact of either an organization's products/services or the
processes by which they are produced. This essay presents a model of "authentic
leadership" in which these ultimate societal ends are more intentionally balanced with
internally focused notions of organizational ethics and success. A series of questions is
suggested to prompt deeper reflection about this balance between internal success and
external impact of corporations.
Based on trends in socially responsible investing, new insights from the natural sciences,
and evidence of increased interest in the question of "leadership for what," the author
analyzes the case for wider adoption of this model of authentic leadership. Ultimately, the
author's purpose is to spark deeper analysis on the part of business leaders about the
impact of for-profit organizations' products and services on the larger community or
society in which they operate
- to spark deeper analysis about another very real bottom
line: the societal or erternal bottom line.

il
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Beyond Ethical Leadership:
Striving for Authentic Leadership in a New Corporate Context

INTRODUCTION
'We need authentic leaders, people of highest integrity, committed to building enduring
organizattons. We need leaders who have a deep sense of purpose and are true to their
core values. We need leaders who have the courage to build their companies to meet the
needs of all their stakeholders, and who recogntze the importance of their service to
society." (George,2003, p. 5)
Recent corporate scandals in the U.S.
and elsewhere

-

-

at Enron, WorldCom, Arthur Andersen,

have prompted renewed interest in business ethics, and for good reason.

These scandals have cost employees and investors billions of dollars, have exacerbated
an already low level of trust in corporate leaders, and have contributed to concerns about

investor confidence in the U.S. economy at large. Add to this the millions of dollars
already spent on related litigation and the subsequent likelihood of continued media
coverage of the fallout from these scandals, and one could deem the current situation of

crisis proportions for U.S. businesses (George, 2003). In response, the U.S. Congress has
passed new laws such as the Sarbanes-Oxley

Act to discourage unethical practices.

Firms throughout the U.S. have scrambled to ensure that their internal practices will pass
muster in this new context of ethical sensitivity (George, 2003).

In contrast to such changes spurred by the negativity of unethical practices,
modern organizational leadership literature has implored change from a more positive

perspective. This literature abounds with new ideas about creating more internally
humane, caring, and subsequently productive workplaces (e.g.

Block, 1996; Covey, 1990;

Greenleaf, 1998; Koestenbaum, l99l;Senge, 1990; Wheatley, 1999). Collectively, these
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organizational leadership theorists cite ample empirical, case study, and anecdotal
evidence suggesting that positive internal climates have a strong correlation with

organizational performance and profitability. Largely based on these positive
performance outcomes, these theorists argue for changes in organizations' internal
cultures and operations as a means for increased profitability.

In a spirit of synergy, the Center for Ethical Business Cultures (CEBC), an
internationally recognized leader in the field of corporate ethics, has attempted to
articulate a link between strong corporate ethics and strong organizational performance.

Via an article by James Mitchell, the successful former Chairman and CEO of IDS Life
Insurance Company, CEBC has posited the concept of "The Ethical Advantage"

(Mitchell, 2001). Citing significant case study research, a positive correlation between
a

strong ethical practice and strong organizational performance is demonstrated. For
example, Mitchell cites Johnson and Johnson's decision to immediately withdraw all

Tylenol capsules from the U.S. market after cyanide was found in a relatively small
number

of

bottles in the Chicago area. Although this move cost Johnson and Johnson

about $t0O million in the short term, Mitchell contends that in the long run this response

positively affected the company's financial performance

-

i.e. based on its enhanced

image with the public because of its perceived highly ethical response, Johnson and
Johnson easily recouped over the long term the $100 million it lost in the immediate
wake of the tampering incidents.

Mitchell (2001) also cites a decision by Malden Mills to keep all of its 1,000
employees on the payroll after a fire that destroyed their factory. Though, once again,
this move resulted in significant short-term costs, Mitchell cites later concessions
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regarding paid personal days and wage freezes by 900 grateful union workers as evidence
that this ethical behavior can positively influence the financial bottom line over the long
term.

As positive and hopeful as these stories are, in the end, CEBC's argument

-

much like the arguments of those concerned separately with organizational ethics or
performance

--

is focused on changing the internal culture and operations

of

organizations and rationalizes such change from primarily a strictly financial bottom-line

perspective. Relatively little consideration is paid to assessing the larger societal effects
(the soci etal or externalbottom line) of the actual products and services of organizations
as part of

CEBC's "ethical advantage" analysis. The two aforementioned attempts to

improve ethical behavior and organizational performance essentially ignore a critical
consideration foundational to this essay's definition of authentic leadership. None of
these efforts invite significant reflection about the effects of an organization's ultimate

outputs

-

its products and services

-

on its larger (external) community or on the larger

society.

Beginning with the fundamental question of "leadership for what?," this essay

will probe the notion of "authentic leadership," drawing upon
more critical analysis about corporations' external effects

-

several sources to prompt

e.g. the U.N. Declaration

of

Human Rights, the Caux Roundtable, fair trade principles, and international trends in

socially responsible investing. A sample question raised

is: If a corporation is known to

make and aggressively sell products which are legal, but which quite clearly cause harm

to individuals and the larger society
performance or internal culture

-

-

regardless of its internal ethics, internal financial

might deeper reflection be called for about these larger
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organizational impacts? For example, if a corporation's product line includes cigarettes

-

now known to cause life-threatening illness for smokers and those exposed to second-

hand smoke, along with billions of dollars in health care costs for the larger society

-

is

it not incumbent upon its leaders to reflect more deeply on these larger societal effects?
Again, this essay posits a definition of "authentic leadership" that more intentionally
balances internal concerns with these critical questions of an organization's (external)

effects on the larger society.

A systems view of authentic leadership, along with

a series of questions is offered

to prompt further reflection about the balance between internal success and external
impact of corporations. Finally, the essay cites trends in organizational teadership
Iiterature and socially responsible investing, along with insights from the natural sciences
(quantum physics and chaos theory) to suggest optimism for new thinking about the
purposes of organizations and the role of authentic leadership within them.

LEADERSHIP FOR WHAT?
In answer to the question "leadership for what?," most contemporary
organizational leadership theorists seem to be saying, "to create more humane, positive,
caring and productive climates within our workplaces." One example of this is Robert
Greenleaf's (1998) notion of "servant leadership" which includes ten key characteristics
as gleaned by Spears

(1998): listening, empathy, healing, awareness, persuasion,

conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, commitment to the growth of people, and

building community. Other related theories include Block's (1996) notion of a spirit of
"stewardship" as fundamental to leadership, or Hagberg's (2003) feminist-informed
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notion of "real power" as an antidote to paternalistic approaches to leadership. Again, in
each case, the primary aim is to create more positive, producti ve internal

work

environments, and in the vast majority of cases the creation of such environments is

ultimately rationalized by citing its positive affect on the financial bottom line.
While these ends are quite noble, as cited in the cigarette example above, it is
conceivable that even in such "internally healthy" organizations, their products/services
or the processes by which they are produced might have profoundty deleterious effects on

their larger social, economic, or environmental contexts. Building on the cigarette issue,

for example, Phillip Morris is highlighted as an exemplary company from

a

financial

performance perspective in Collins' (2001) bestseller Good to Great. Like all "great"
companies cited in Collins' book, Phillip Morris'financial performance was far superior

to its competitors for an impressively sustained period of time (such sustained
performance was Collins' primary criteria for "greatness"). But can we really separate
"greatness" from the ultimate ends of a company's products? Is financial performance

far and away the most foundational measure upon which we ought to assess "greatness"?
Many corporate leaders and many organizational leadership theorists would likely
respond with a resounding "yes." Others would disagree.

At least some contemporary organizational theorists would argue that financial
performance by itself is not adequate to measure greatness (Block, 1993; Koestenbaum,
1991)

.

These theorists contend that the extent to which an organization creates a

humane, positive, caring workplace must be seriously considered not just as a means to
the end of profitability, but also as an end in

itself. Yet, again, contemporary theorists

who advocate for more positive, humane work environments ultimately rationalize
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investments in the creation of such climates primarily as a means to the end of

profitability. At

a most fundamental level, the vast majority

of their arguments are

devoted to convincing the reader that positive climates will enhance the financial bottom

line, the real bottom line.
Quite certainly, profitability is both a corporate obligation and a relatively worthy
end in itself, as it enables

job creation, provides returns for investors, and adds to our

collective pool of public resources through taxes and more direct contributions of human
and financial resources to communities. Moreover, from a broader socioeconomic

perspective, as Daniel Chirot argues in his impressive historical analysis on How
Societies Change (1994), capitalism

-

when combined with democratic government

appears to be the most effective system as

-

it relates to enabling positive large-scale

societal change. While many economists and philosophers have argued against the

wisdom of profit-driven, capitalist societies, capitalism continues to grow across the

globe. In this context of growth, further analysis about how capitalism is implemented at
the organizational level seems appropriate.

Why does one's company exist? To what extent are its products and services,
along with the means by which they are produced, aimed at positive societal impact?
Regardless of our intentions, what is our responsibility as leaders to regularly assess these

impacts? Does the inherent complexity and frequent messiness of grappling with such
issues excuse leaders from attempting to address them? Keeping all of these "leadership

for what?" questions in mind, let us now turn our attention more specifically to the notion
of authentic leadership.
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LITERATURE REVIEW: AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP
Literature related to authentic leadership can be divided into three categories:
concept exploration, case studies, and empirical studies. As a relatively new, still

evolving concept, what exactly constitutes authentic leadership is contested. Terry
(1993) and Duignan and Bhindi (L997) provide the most comprehensive conceptual

explorations. Terry cites seven indicators of authentic leadership (comprehensiveness,
conveya.nce, concealment, coherence, consistency, correspondence, and convergence).

Duignan and Bhindi assert four (authenticity (integrity), intentionality, spirituality, and

sensibility). Koestenbaum (1991) also makes mention of authenticity and authentic
leadership, but his discussion focuses on an aspect of authenticity that is more akin to

"integrity" or

as Koestenbaum puts

it, "being totally true to oneself...clearly in tune with

what one experiences as one's destiny, manifestly originating from within one's deepest

inward source (consistent with the fundamentals of mental health and ethics)." (p.

l}g)

While attempts at comprehensive definitions of authentic leadership are limited,
attempts at capturing the essence of authentic leadership through case studies abound in
the literature. Building on Terry's (1990) earlier work on authentic leadership, Lynch
(1991) examines the lives of two well-known social justice leaders (Dorothy Day and
Sojourner Truth) and one small community in F'rance (Le Chamobon-sur-Lignon). Lyons

(1997) interviewed eleven female leaders identified as transformational in their style,
asking each what contributed to their success, or failure, to lead in an authentic manner.
Guo (2002) profiles Chinese political leaders to examine authenticity in Ieadership. Two
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case studies focus on authentic leadership
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in health care: Robinson-Walker (1999) cites

numerous case studies in her book on women health care leaders, while Dillon (2001)
examines in detail the authentic leadership characteristics of occupational therapy
educator Genevieve Cummings. Likewise, at least two case studies appear in the
educational literature: Betty (1999) examines five Canadian educators involved in
leadership/administrative positions in schools, and Evans (2000) offers an analysis of
numerous cases of authentic and inauthentic leadership among similar educational

leaders. The most common definitional elements of authentic leadership emerging from
these case studies were that authentic leaders: demonstrate consistent, palpable care arud
respect

for their colleagues and "followers" ; feel deep accountability to higher purposes

and to those withwhom they work; handle conflict with grace at an interpersonal level;
and demonstrate integrity by following through on commitments.

A number of empirical studies

-

-

all focused on elementary educational leaders

have attempted to measure authentic leadership (Brumbaugh,

l97l; Henderson,

1

9BZ;

Henderson and Hoy, L982; Blumberg and Greenfield, 1986; Hoy and Kupersmith, 1984;

Hoy and Henderson, 1983;Hoffman, 1993; Ding, L993; Meyer, 1991;Lasserre, 1990;
and Benjamin, 1987). Most of these studies examined the relationship between certain
aspects of authentic leadership and certain aspects of internal school performance. Much

like the corporate organizational leadership literature, little or no consideration of the
larger community or societal effects of the organization or its leaders are discussed in
these studies. Henderson (1998) summarizes the most common definitional elements

of

these empirical studies: seffiessly working to perform in the best interest of others, non-

manipulation, courage and strength of character, accepting responsibitity
for one's
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actions and mistakes (accountability), and servant leadership (ala Greenleaf, I99B),
including clear honesty both with oneself and others.

While all of these definitions of authentic leadership are instructive, the most
germane works for purposes of this essay are Robert Terry's Authentic Leadership:
Courage in Agtion (1993) and his more recent Seven Zones of Effective Leadership:

Acting Authentically in Stability and Chaos (2001). These are the only books in this
search that combine two important characteristics: 1) they are written primarily

for

business leaders, and 2) their definitions of authentic leadership include a strong focus on

the larger societal purposes toward which leadership is aimed or which otherwise result

from a leader's actions.
In both works (1993 and 2001), Terry avoids simplistic definitions of authentic
leadership. The closest he gets to a concise definition is "genuineness and a refusal to
engage in self-deception." But as Terry acknowledges, even the apparently

straighfforward notion of genuineness is quite complex, implying deep
philosophical/spiritual questions about who we are as human beings. Relatedly, his
notion of avoiding self-deception assumes that we constantly struggle to gain a clearer
sense of the deepest aspects of human nature, thus enabling us to measure self-deception

against them. Terry (2001) also cites a proliferation of recent literature on spirituality in
the workplace as evidence that organizations are increasingly interested in such questions
(e.g. Whyte, 1994; Bolman and Deal, 1995; Briskin,1998; Renesch and DeFoore, 1998).

Most importantly, Terry (2001) offers an analysis of leadership that insists upon
consideration of the ultimate societal impact of an organization's practices. In order to

illustrate this point in dramatic fashion, Terry cites Burns' (1978) analysis of Hitler in the
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context of leadership. In Burns' conception of leadership, ethics is an essential, intrinsic
component of leadership. As Terry says, "Burns' claim about leadership is extraordinary
because,

for him, unethical leadership does not exist!" (p. 133). Rather, Burns

distinguishes between "power wielders" and leaders, labeling Hitler a power

wielder/tyrant, not a leader. Much more than semantics, Burns' distinction between

If

leaders and power wielders has real consequences for how we think about leadership.

we accept this distinction, for example, no longer would it be possible to separate the
ethics of the ends toward which action is directed from an assessment of the presence of

leadership. These considerations could have profound effects on whom we bestow the
noble title of "leader."

Until Burns' criteria for leadership is adopted, however, encouraging critical
reflection on the ultimate ends toward which a leader's efforts are aimed will require the
addition of a compelling modifier to the term "leadership." In the current context of
ethics scandals, the term "ethical leadership" has become

-

for all practical purposes

-

focused on the internal operations of corporations. In such a context, a different modifier
is needed that can inspire a new way of thinking about leadership vis-h-vis the larger
societal impact of organizations. This literature review suggests that the term "authentic

leadership" is the most promising candidate.

As revealed above, a major challenge is that the concept of authentic leadership
has many contemporary interpretations, only one

of which (Terry, 2001) both addresses

the business community and includes central consideration of the ethicality of the

leader's ultimate aims and effects on the larger world. Terry's (2001) work, then,
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provides a strong foundation for a fundamental re-definition of authentic leadership, u

definition that includes equal concern about the financial and societal bottom lines.

RE-DEFINING AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP
Before suggestion and broader conception and definition of authentic leadership,

it is important to acknowledge two assumed contextual dimensions. First, the scope of
concern is primarily centered on for-profit organizations. Whereas non-governmental
organizations or non-profit organizations certainly grapple with the question of internal
versus external success, the inherent and legal nature of NGOs and non-profits propels

them more powerfully into pursuing socialty positive external concerns. Second, the
geographic scope of concern is primarily confined to the U.S. Though some international
perspectives are offered, the primary focus is on U.S. corporations.

With this context in mind, then, the following definition of authentic leadership is
posited:

Authentic leadership is leadership that is intensely concerned with both the
internal and external impact of corporate policies, practices, and products and
services on the larger society or societies where products are produced or sold,
and acts in accordance with such intense concern. This definition of authentic
leadership invites particular attention to the larger societal effects of a
corporation's products and services and of the processes by which they are made.

Two issues merit further exploration. First, it is important to note that this definition is
decidedly not aimed at establishing a mirimum standard by which leaders might assess
the external effects of their corporation's actions. Quite the opposite. That is, this

definition explicitly suggests intense interest in such external effects and persistent
actions that are commensurate with these concerns. Second, it is necessary at this point

to explore further what exactly constitutes "internal" versus "external" concerns.

AugsDurg College Lrhrary
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Internal

v

ers us

external c orlcerns

Certainly, the border between what is considered "internal" and what is
considered "external" to a corporation is a topic for debate. The walls of a corporation
are undoubtedly permeable and, as such, what are generally considered internal matters

profoundly affect the external and vice versa. For example, a decision to lay off
hundreds of employees in difficult economic times not only affects the internal bottom

line, but can have powerful impact on a local economy. Likewise, the manner in which
employees are treated and compensated can affect the quality of their lives, which in turn
can have significant effects on the larger society.

Despite the admittedly permeable boundaries between what constitutes internal
vs. external affairs of a corporation, it is nonetheless possible to make reasonable

distinctions between the two. As posited here, internal matters include a corporation's
labor and compensation policies, financial position and practices, internal legal and
ethical considerations, and organizational culture. As cited earlier, external matters
include the impact of a corporation's products and services and the process by which they
are made on the larger community(ies) or larger society(ies) in which their products or

services are made or sold. External matters might also include a corporation's various

community outreach and philanthropic activities, but

-

again

-

most fundamentally,

external concerns relate to the impact of a corporation's products and services and the
process by which they are made on the larger community(ies) or larger society(ies) in

which their products or services are made or sold.
Perhaps another useful way to visualize this definition of authentic leadership as

related to internal vs. external concerns is the following illustration. Each box represents
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a

different balance of concern for internal and external matters.

Table

INTERNAL CONCERI{

1.

Low

High

High

1

1

Low

2

3

EXTERNAL
CONCERN

Box 1. Corporations with high external concern and low internal concern are rare
in the U.S. By [aw, publicly traded U.S. corporations must pursue profits (defined in this
essay as an "internal" matter) with

vigor. Though Drucker (in Koestenbaum, 1991) and

others (e.g. Block 1993, Terry 1993) have tried to assert the importance of other "bottom

lines" (customer-centeredness, stewardship of resources, ethical behavior), this legal
obligation to pursue profitability ensures for-profit business focus on internal matters.
Thus, corporations most commonly cite profitability as their primary reason for being.
Even corporations with strong external concerns must pay very close attention

rightly

so-

-

and

to internal concerns, including profitability and to the many other internal

factors that determine levels of profitability. This box is probably more common in the

non-profit sector, where the primary motivation for being
relates more to external concerns.

-

again as defined by law

-
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Box

2. Old-school

approaches to business might

fall in this category, but fewer

and fewer corporations subscribe to the old-school philosophy, where the only internal

concern is cold, hard profitability. Thus, with the exception of their concern for

profitability, their internal concerns are quite low. Likewise, this singular, narrow focus
on profitability eliminates the possibility of any significant concern for external matters.
Because external considerations are not perceived to have an immediate and direct effect

on profitability, they are rendered insignificant. In today's more progressive business

environment, very few corporations can survive in Box 2, as retaining employees would
be extremely

difficult.

Box 3. Based on contemporary organizational leadership literature, Box 3 (high
internal concern, low external concern) is by far the most common place of residence for
U.S. corporations. As cited above, this literature abounds with philosophical and

practical approaches to increasing motivation of employees, improving leadership and
management, increasing quality, creating positive corporate cultures, and promoting

ethical behavior
end of

-

all internal concerns that are ultimately rationalized as means to the

profitability. Again, much of the recommendations emanating from this literature

is very positive, and the more progressive, employee-centered, culture-sensitive
movement of many corporations has likely improved millions of people's lives. Though

all of this is good news, as also cited above, external concerns

-

concerns for the larger

societal effects of a corporation's products and services and of the processes by which
they are made

-

are often not given serious consideration. In Box 3, such external

concerns remain on the distant fringes of corporate interest.

BEYOND ETHICAL LEADERSHIP Box
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concerns are considered equally important to internal

concerns. Whereas profitability and other internal concerns associated with profitability
are considered essential, they are not the only reason for a corporation's existence.

Rather, profits complement and serve a larger mission to make a positive difference in
the world. Careful consideration is given to the complex task of assessing the affects of a

corporation's products and services on the larger world. Equally careful consideration is
given to the processes by which those products and services are made and to the impact
of these processes on the larger community or society. Much of the literature related to
socially responsible business is relevant here, as are positive trends in socially
responsible investing. The central idea of Box 4 was captured in an interview with a

former CEO of a Fortune 500 corporation for an earlier version of this paper (Langseth,

2003): "W'e all betieved that building
maxirnization [of profitl language
even focus on that? Profit was

-

a pile of money

for absentee owners

-

the

was not what anyone would want to do, so why

implicit in everything that happened, but it wasn't the end.

We always viewed profitability not as a worthy end, but as an enabler of the mission [to
make a positive contribution to the world]."

Two recent examples

-

one positive and one negative

-

of issues related to

external effects are Unilever's decision to aggressively introduce pollutant soaps into

pristine rural areas of South America (www.tradewatchoz.org) and Starbucks' decision to

offer "fair trade" coffee in its stores (www.newint.org). Examples can also be found in
service industries. Many banks, for example, have consistently offered loans (beyond
what the federal Community Reinvestment Act (CttA) requires) in low-income areas
deemed too risky by other banks. Such investments have resulted in impressive
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community economic development progress in troubled neighborhoods
(w

rv w. ch

i

cagofecl. org/cedri

c/lesle

i

n

dex . cfin ).

Perhaps most impressive are the small number of corporations founded

specifically with a larger positive societal impact in mind. For example, The Body
Shoppe, which was founded to bring natural skin and health care products to women

without exploiting the environment or animals and without questionable marketing tactics
or product claims (the cosmetics industry has received significant criticism in these areas,

including Body Shop CEO Anita Roddick's (1991) book). Or a company like Medtronic,
which was founded to produce life-sustaining products and which has always deliberately
included "fair profit" vs. maximization of profit in its mission statement.

RELATED PERSPECTIVES
Beyond individual corporations, several broader efforts are aimed at articulating

criteria related to more socially responsible internal and external corporate practices. At
least three categories of such efforts are worth mentioning here.

1)

Sociallyresponsiblebusiness/investmentcriteria.
Advocates of socially responsible business contend that such practices enhance

both the financial and societal bottom lines. Many research studies have documented
connections between socially responsible practices and business performance. For
example, several research studies (see Pfeffer, 1998) have demonstrated connections
between avoiding layoffs and long*term productivity, and several studies have
docurnented a positive correlation between a company's social or environmental
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performance and shareholder value (e.g., Erfle and Fratantuono 1992, Russo and Fouts
1997, Nelson 1998, Fischer andZachritz 1992).

The Center for Ethical Business Cultures (2002) cites five trends in socially
responsible investing from the Social Investment Forum 2001 Trends Report that indicate
continued growth in this area:

.

a36 per cent increase in socially responsible fund assets from 1999 to 2001;

'

growth rates greater than 1.5 times that of all other managed assets,

'

over 230 mutual funds now incorporating social screening,

'

nearly one out of eight dollars is in socially responsible investing; and

'

socially screened mutual funds attracting and keeping investor assets better.

Examples of criteria used to assess socially responsible business practice are

numerous. For example, a long-time industry leader

-

the Calvert Funds

-

analyzes

four basic criteria: "how...companies treat the environment, their employees, their
communities, and the safety of their products," also citing corporate governance issues,
international operations and human rights, and indigenous people's rights

as

considerations in their investment choices (Source: www.calvert.com). One of the

world's largest mutual funds

-

TIAA-CREF

-

relies on two sets of social screens for

its "Social Choice Equity" fund. They exclude companies engaged in producing alcohol,
tobacco or nuclear power and those in the military or gambling industries, and they

include companies who gain favorable ratings related to "respect for the natural
environment, strong charitable giving and employee benefits programs, the presence of
women and minorities in leadership positions, quality products and leadership in research
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and development, and the payment of fair wages and protection of the environment..."

(Source: www.ti aa-cref.org).

2)

Fair trade principles.

Most often, fair trade principles focus on the processes by which products and
services are made. Of special concern to fair trade advocates is the ability of workers

who supply the product to make a livable wage and to work in safe, sustainable working

conditions. According to Global Exchange, an international fair trade advocate:
"Fair trade involves the following principles:
. Producers receive a fair price a living wage. For commodities, farmers
receive a stable, minimum price.
. Forced labor and child labor are not a[[owed.
. Buyers and producers trade under direct long-term relationships.
. Producers have access to financial and technical assistance.

.
.
.
.

Sustainable production techniques are encouraged.
Working conditions are healthy and safe.
Equal employment opportunities are provided for all.
All aspects of trade and production are open to public accountability."
(Source : w w w. gl obal e xclr a!rge_. g_fg)

3)

Related international efforts to guide business practice.
Three such efforts are perhaps most well-known:

'

The United Nations is in the final stages of completing international standards

for multinational corporations regarding human rights, worker rights, and consumer and
environmental protections. Historically, the U.N.'s High Commission on Human Rights
has given significant attention to economic human rights, and related articles and

proposed guidelines can be found on at www.nuhchr.org. A working paper at this site

entitled "Principles relating to human rights conduct of companies" cites the overall need

for companies to "ensure respect for and promote internationally recognized human
rights" and proposed principles related to 10 other matters, including:
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-

War crimes, crimes against humanity and other crimes,
Non-discrimination and freedom from harassment and abuse,
Slavery, forced labor and child labor,
Respect for national sovereignty and the right of self-determination,
Healthy and safe work environrnent,
Fair and equitable remuneration,
Hours of work,
Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining,
Consumer protection,
Environrnental protection and human rights, and
Commitment to purchase products only from vendors who comply with the
above principles.

. The Caux Roundtable, a self-described

"global network of senior business

leaders who are determined to make a difference by taking action on issues affecting

society," asserts that "business can be a powerful agent of positive social change," and
has produced seven general principles and 35 additional principles specific to six

stakeholder groups: customers, employees, owners/investors, suppliers, competitors, and

communities. General Caux principles include:

- Principle l. The Responsibilities

of Businesses: Beyond Shareholders toward
Stakeholders, which suggests that a "business must maintain its own economic
health and viability, but survival is not a sufficient goal" and that "as responsible
citizens of the local, national, regional and global communities in which they
operate, businesses share a part in shaping the future of those communities."

-

Principle2. The Economic and Social Impact Business: Toward Innovation,
Justice, and World Community asserts that "businesses should contribute to
human rights, education, welfare, and vitalization of countries in which they
operate."

- Principle 6. Respect for the Environment, which invites businesses to "protect,
and where possible, improve the environment; promote sustainable development;
and prevent the wasteful use of natural resources."
Regardless of the specific criteria one chooses, the point here is that authentic

leadership requires intense concern for both the internal and external effects of one's
corporate policies and practices. Interestingly, though many of the principles above
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include provisions about how products and services are produced (inctuding fair worker
compensation, working conditiors,...) the affect of a corporation's actual products and
services

-

much like organizational and ethical leadership literature

-

is given scant

attention.

A systems view

A

systems view of authentic leadership provides yet another instructive tool

for

reflection and analysis on authentic leadership. Table 2 provides a visual, systemic
representation of the distinction between internal and external concerns, while also

highlighting the close interrelationship between these concerns.
Most importantly, Table 2 suggests that in order to create a functional overall
system, authentic leaders must balance internal and external concerns at the very core of

their operations. The larger societal impact of one's products and services and of the
processes by which they are made must receive central attention in the authentic leader's

consideration of effects on the larger world.

Multiple stakeholders are included to emphasize the importance of considerations
beyond just customers and shareholders/owners, as is the reciprocal nature of affects on

various stakeholders (two-way arrows). Reflecting the principle concern of this essay,
however, reciprocal effects of stakeholders on "Corporation

X" are noted with only

dotted arrows, giving primacy to the effect of a corporation's activities on various
stakeholders.

Note that there is significant overlap between internal and external concerns as
they relate to employees and suppliers. This is because both internal and external
concerns relate to providing fair, livable wages and decent working conditions

-
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common concern when corporation's do business in developing countries, whose values
about what constitutes exploitation may differ significantly from those in the U.S. Again,
note that this illustration includes only the primary external concerns for authentic
leaders, i.e. the larger community/societal affects of its products and services and the
processes by which they are produced. Community outreach/philanthropic efforts

-

discussed previously as one way in which corporations can positively affect the larger

world

-

were deliberately excluded, to prevent distraction from these primary concerns.

(Such community outreach/philanthropic efforts are not commonly viewed as core to a

corporation's operations as compared to the production and distribution of products and
services.)

Finally, note that the positive and negative poles acknowledge a continuum of
possibilities for how a corporation's actions affect various stakeholders. This is intended
to suggest a range of "positiveness" and "negativeness," rather than an absolute right or
wrong in assessing a corporation's internal and external actions.
Means versus ends

As alluded to earlier, a related distinction between authentic leadership and
leadership that is primarily focused on internal matters is the difference between doing

positive things for humankind as an end it itself vs. doing positive things as a mearzs to an

end. Once again, contemporary organizational leadership theorists and those concerned
with ethical issues in today's corporations typically rationalize positive internal and
external practices as means to profitability more than an end in itself.

This is not to say that such internally focused or means-to-an-end approaches are
without merit, nor is it to say that such efforts do not contribute positively to the world.
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To the contrary, it is quite clear, for example, that internally ethical behavior

-

regardless of the impact of company's products and services on the larger world

-

has

tremendous benefits beyond corporate self-interest. As suggested at the beginning of this
essay, such ethical behavior is a foundational element of our economy

-

a necessary

precondition for inspiring trust and subsequently attracting the investments necessary to
sustain a capitalist society.

Likewise, contemporary organizational theorists who advocate for more humane,
caring, positive workplace environments have undoubtedly helped improve the day-today quality of life for millions of people worldwide. It is certainly conceivable that
people who work in such environments have a greater propensity for more humane,
caring, positive behavior in the rest of their lives. Moreover, as cited earlier, the
sustained success of organizations from a profitability standpoint adds to society by

providing jobs, by contributing to the tax base, and by mobilizing their human and
financial resources for charitable purposes. All of these outcomes are positive and should
be encouraged.

Therefore, in positing a definition of authentic leadership that includes deep
concern for the larger effects of an organization's products and services, the intention is
not to suggest authentic leadership as an entirely distinct concept unrelated to other

definitions of leadership advocating for more ethical, humane, positive, productive
workplaces. In fact, as cited above, this definition of authentic leadership assumes
intense interest in creating such positive internal environments. But in order for
leadership to be considered "authentic," it must have the added dimension of deep
concern forthe larger impact of a corporation's products and services and of the process
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by which they are made. No matter what definition of positive internal leadership one
chooses to adopt (e.g. Greenleaf's (1998) "servant leadership," Covey's (1990)

"principle-centered leadership," Collins' (2001) "Level 5 leadership")
promotes more humane, caring, positive work environments

-

-

assurning

it

it becomes "authentic" by

adding the ingredient of serious consideration and persistent action pertaining to the

external effects of one's organization.

ENGAGING THE TOUGH QUESTIONS
Admittedly, assessing the external effects of products and services and of the
processes by which they are made is a complex endeavor. For example, a manufacturer

of prepared foods with high salt and fat contents and with very little nutritional value
generally considered detrimental to human health

-

-

might argue that their product, when

part of a more balanced diet, has little negative effect. The primary case here, commonly

cited by corporations regarding a wide array of products, is that the consumer bears the
ultimate responsibility for the effect of their product, and the market is the best guide for
corporate behavior. "'W'e just make the product and market the product. We don't force
anyone to buy it or to consume

it

-

everyone has free

will.

We just cast

it out into the

marketplace. If the market demands it and if we haven't made any false claims, our job
is done as it relates to larger societal effect. Our mission is to make a profit and to return
value to our shareholders. Beyond that, we trust the wisdom of the marketplace."

Quite certainly, trillions of dollars have been made with this argument as the
central rationale for products with debatable effects on society. The question'related to
authentic leadership is not to determine an absolute "right" or "wrong" in this
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marketplace argument. Rather, the question is whether or not further reflection and
analysis beyond marketplace-based arguments is required of us as leaders of for-profit
endeavors.

Take the example

-

cited frequently by fair trade advocates

-

of allegedly

exploitative labor practices by U.S. corporations in developing nations. Some might
argue that jobs created where there were previously no jobs is a good thing

-

regardless

of pay, working conditions, or the practice of child labor. Moreover, goes this argument,
such nations and their people benefit tremendously from the insurgence of capital

investment and jobs, and besides, who is to say that one culture's practices around pay,

working conditions, or child labor are better than another's? Isn't that an ethnocentric
perspective? This argument asserts that a corporation's only responsibility is to deliver a
product with the least expenses and highest price possible, returning maximum value to
shareholders. If one country offers an opportunity to decrease labor costs, it is a

corporation's responsibility to take advantage of this cost-reducing strategy. Essentially,
this is an exclusively marketplace-based argument. If the market only pays a certain
amount, only allows for certain living conditions, and necessitates children working to
support their families, then that is the reality and business has no business changing that.

Of course, others would argue that business does, indeed, bear

a tremendous

burden of responsibility for participating in what might be considered an inherently
unjust system. They assert that no child should have to work to the exclusion of
education or for exploitive wages; that no one should have to toil in the substandard

working conditions of sweatshops; and that any organization which participates and
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benefits from a system that does not provide these basic human rights is a complicit and

active partner in perpetuating it (www.globalexchange.or=s)

.

Similar debates could be cited in the service industry. Revisiting a previous
example, what responsibility does a bank have

-

beyond its CRA requirements

-

to

invest in economically troubled neighborhoods, providing their primary product (loans)

in a manner that reflects equal concern for internal and external impact? The point here
is that authentic leaders, by definition, have an obligation to give these matters their most
serious and deeply thoughtful consideration. For authentic leaders, a strict marketplace
argument is never enough to justify one's actions. Rather, authentic leaders embrace the

complexity of such questions and always strive to give equal weight to external impact.
Given the day-to-day pressures of business, carving out space for such reflection
and analysis can be

difficult. Moreover, where does one begin

such a process? Below

are several prompts that might assist leaders in reflecting on the balance between internal
and external concerns. They are divided into a series of questions about oneself as a

leader and meaning-maker, about one's approach to corporate leadership in particular,
and other related issues.

Questions about onese lf
Koestenbaum (1991) suggests four philosophical questions germane to authentic
leadership:

1)

What is the meaning of [my] life?

2) Am I living

2)

the

life I want, or must?

What are my deepest values?

3) What must I accomplish

before I die?
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Additional questions might include: How often have I heard business colleagues express
a longing

for deeper meaning in their professional lives? Do I seek such deeper

meaning? Might leading efforts toward a more balanced approach to internal and
external concerns in my corporation provide more meaning? As I think about how I want

to be remembered in my professional life, are my current actions aligned with how I want
to be remembered?
Questions about one's approach to corporate leadership

l)

What do I believe to be the most important purposes of my corporation?
Of corporations in general?

2) How will I balance my corporation's

need

for profitability with my need to make

a positive contribution in the world?

3) How might a more mission- and values-driven

(vs. profit-driven) approach to my
own and my corporation's work affect myself, our employees, our shareholders,
and the larger community?

4)

What other corporations might provide insights as we transition to greater balance
between internal and external concerns in our work?

Other issues

1) Am I willing

to persist on the inherently complex journey of analyzing the
external affects of my corporation and of acting accordingly? What related risks
am I willing to take?

2)

Do I have people outside of my industry who can provide me with diverse
perspectives as I consider the external affects of my corporation?

3) If I determine that my company's products, services or the processes by which
they are produced have a negative effect on the external world, what measures
will I take?

4)

Will I sustain my commitment to fostering greater internal/external balance in my
corporation? Who might help me keep focused on providing authentic
leadership?

5) Am I involved

in a rich life outside of my company, in the community, that might
offer an ongoing source of additional perspectives on my company and its
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commitment to fostering positive external affects? Do I encourage such
involvement with my colleagues?

CONCLUSION

If authentic leadership,

as proposed above, is

to be adopted by a critical mass of

business leaders, broader discussion about what constitutes authentic leadership in the

private sector must be sparked. One hopeful sign toward this end is the success of a
recent book on this topic by Bill George (2003), the well-respected former CEO of

Medtronic. In his book entitled "Authentic Leadership: Rediscovering the Secrets to
Creating Lasting Value," George argues that mission and values, not profit, ought to be
the central driving force of corporate strategy. As George puts it,
"One of the greatest challenges of businesses today is creating a culture that is both
values-centered and performance-drtven. Many busiruess executives believe they must
make tra"de-offs between the two. I don't buy it."

As cited earlier, Medtronic's mission statement clearly reflects George's perspective.
Other hopeful signs that authentic leadership, as defined in this essay, is moving from the

margin to the mainstream of business practice include positive trends in socially
responsible investing, and in the frequency and persistence of discussions regarding
deeper purpose in the business literature (Whyte, 1994; Bolman and Deal,

lgg5; Briskin,

1998; Renesch and DeFoore, 1998; and Terry, 2001).

Complementing these trends is the monumental shift occurring in scientific
understandings about the very nature of the world. The "new science" of quantum
physics, which challenges our traditional Newtonian views of the world, may be on the
verge of wider societal adoption, having gained significant favor in the scientific world
over the past two decades (Wheatley, 1999). As Kuhn (1996) points out, such shifts in
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understanding often require long periods of germination (Heisenberg first proposed his

radical new idea related to quantum physics in 1958), but once they reach a tipping point,
they can be adopted by the larger community quite rapidly (Wheatley, 1999). In

a

scientifically-oriented society such as the U.S., this is a critical point, as much of our

thinking about the way the world works

-

including how organizations work

-

is

shaped by understandings from the natural sciences. Leading thinkers on organizational

theory (e.g. Senge 1990; Covey, 1990; Wheatley, 1999) routinely draw upon metaphors

from nature in their discussion of organizations.
Certainly, the new science and Wheatley's (1999) translation of it into
organizational terms has sparked widespread reflection in the U.S. and in dozens of other
countries about the nature of being, the nature of leadership, and the nature of

organizations. Is it possible that Wheatley's mainstream articulation of the new science
and its applicability to our day-to-day lives might offer enough scientists part of the

intuitive, emotional comfort they need to make Kuhn's (1996) leap of faith into the
unknown, sparking a fundamental paradigm shift in science? Given the penchant for
organizational theorists to reference "the natural way of things," might this paradigmatic

shift in science free our thinking about the nature of organizations and their place in the
world, including their larger societal impact? Perhaps we are not

as

far away from this

reality as it might seem.
One could argue based on the aforementioned trends that more and more business
leaders are coming to understand that people need a higher purpose for their work and

that organizations must more intentionally be aware that they operate within a larger
social system. Maybe

-

just maybe

-

the combination of an impending paradigm shift
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in the natural sciences, Wheatley's (1999) translation of the new science into
organizational life, the positive work of other contemporary organizational theorists,
promising trends in socially responsible investing, and continued interest in the spiritual
and "higher purpose" aspects of organizational

of leadership

-

a more authentic leadership.

life might lead to an expanded conception
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